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Barnes, Djuna. Ladies Almanack showing their Signs and their titles; their Moons and their Changes: the Seasons as it is with them; their Eclipses and Equinoxes; as well as a full Record of diurnal and nocturnal Distempers written and illustrated by a Lady of Fashion. NY, New York University Press, 1992. "The most audacious lesbian text of its time." A wittily told tale of the expatriate lesbian community in Paris during the 1910's and 1920's. Illustrated with drawings by the author. Foreword by Karla Jay. Lengthy biographical introduction by Susan Smader Lanser. TPB, 86 pp. Previous owner's inscription in lavender ink on half-title: "In preparation for our life together with 40 cats..." VG ($12)


Chicago, Judy. The Dinner Party: The 39 Women. "Published by Margaret Frazer to celebrate the coming of Judy Chicago's Dinner Party to Toronto, 1982." Biographical notes on the women at the party. P, 32 pp. VG ($30)

Chicago, Judy. The Dinner Party de Judy Chicago. Montreal, Musée de l'Art Contemporain, 1982. Illustrated French text to the sculptural installation. 11" x 14" TPB, 88 pp. VG ($20)

Ellisberg, Alexander (ed.). *Bildergalerie zur Russischen Literatur*. Munich, Orpheus-Verlag, 1922. Black & white reproductions of paintings, drawings & photos of Russian authors from the 18th to 20th centuries, including seldom-pictured writers such as Zemskov Hippisch (in drag) & Mikhail Kuzmin. Also autographs, handwriting & calligraphy. Pushkin sketches. Introduction by Thomas Mann (in Russian & German). HC, 143 pp. Some soiling to cover but VG ($22)


JOURNAL OF LESBIAN STUDIES (periodical), Vol. V, No. 4, 2001. Articles include: 1959 lesbian questionnaire from *The Ladder* & a piece on women's music festivals & their interaction with lesbian politics. TPB, 120 pp. VG ($6)


Maine, Charles Eric. World Without Men. NY, Aco, 1958. First edition. "The world of five thousand years from now was a world of only one sex - women. There was one all-important project...the struggle to re-create the male sex." Classic sci-fi cover. Small MMPB, 190 pp. VG ($10)


Manthorpe, Jackie. Deadly Reunion. Charlottetown, PEI, gynergy books, 1995. When a lesbian detective attends her high school reunion, a beach party results in murder. TPB, 189 pp. VG ($10)


Queen, Carol and Lawrence Schimel (eds.) *Switch Hitters: Lesbians Write Gay Male Erotica...and Gay Men Write Lesbian Erotica.* Pittsburgh, Cleis Press, 1996. Eighteen short stories. Contributors include Wickie Stamps, Cecilia Tan, Marco Vassi, Larry Townsend, Kevin Killian. TPB, 194 pp. VG ($10)


ROOM OF ONE'S OWN (periodical), Vol. 9, No. 2, 1984. Feminist magazine. Contributors include Alice Munro, Timothy Findley, Jane Rule, Gwen McEwen, Marian Engel. TPB, 104 pp. Previous owner's name written on inside page. VG ($5)

ROOM OF ONE'S OWN (periodical), Vol. 9, No. 4, 1985. Feminist magazine. Contents include "The Island" by Mary Meigs. TPB, 92 pp. VG ($5)


Sackville-West, Vita. *All Passion Spent.* London, Hogarth Press, 1931. Novel about family relationships by one of the most notorious lesbians of her day, a lover of Virginia Woolf, whose company published this first edition. HC, 297 pp. Bears two interesting heraldic bookplates. Slight fading to spine; pages in excellent condition. ($30)


Warren, Peggy. *Very Much A Woman’s Book*. Dallas, Art After Five, 1986. Lesbian love poems with the author’s line drawings of women, some nude. Limited edition of 100 signed, numbered copies. HC, 75 pp. SIGNED Also previous owner’s dedication to a woman friend on blank page. VG ($50)


